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Abstract

This paper presents a model for prediction of the mechanical behavior of sand-gravel mixtures using generalized plasticity and critical state concepts. Proposed model is based on the difference between critical state lines of sand and sand-gravel mixture in ε-Lnp’ plane. A generalized plasticity model is considered as the base model for sandy soil. Its state parameter, dilation rate and hardening function are modified to involve the effects of gravel particles on the behavior of mixture. Gravel content is considered as a physical parameter for determination of four new added parameters of the model. Verification of the proposed model performed considering four sets of experiments conducted by different researchers on poorly graded sand-gravel mixtures. According to the results, proposed model provides satisfactory qualitative and quantitative predictions of the behavior of sand-gravel mixture. Stress-strain behavior besides volumetric strains in drained condition and induced pore pressure during undrained loading are satisfactorily predicted which indicates the possibility of its application in boundary value problems of geotechnical engineering.
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1. Introduction

Composite sand-gravel mixtures are widely used as borrow materials in construction of the earth and rockfill dams, trenches and backfills, filtering and drainage and many other civil engineering activities. In recent years, several experimental studies have been performed to investigate the mechanical behavior of sand-gravel mixtures.

Concept of far-field matrix density was first introduced to consider the effects of oversize particles on the density, static strength and deformation behavior of sand-gravel mixtures [1]. According to this criterion, the matrix is divided into two components that are the matrix immediately adjacent to the oversize particles, called near-field matrix and the material further away from the oversize particles, called far-field matrix. It was determined that the static strength and deformation behavior of granular soils with oversize particles are governed by the far-field matrix density when the oversized particles are floated in a finer-grained matrix. Also it was showed that the presence of oversize particles decreases the far-field matrix density.

A number of researchers investigated dynamic behavior of sand-gravel mixtures besides liquefaction and cyclic resistance of these soils [2-5] and concluded that increase in gravel content influences the cyclic resistance of the mixture.

Direct shear test has been used to investigate the effect of gravel particle size on the mechanical behavior of poorly graded sand-gravel mixtures [6]. It has been concluded that increase in gravel size increases the shear strength and ultimate dilation of the sand-gravel composite. Effect of gravel content on sandy matrix was also considered and it was concluded that the behavior is controlled by sand matrix in low gravel contents and by gravel particles in higher gravel contents [7]. Static triaxial tests besides dynamic torsional shear tests have also been performed to consider the mechanical behavior of poorly graded sand-gravel mixtures in a wide range of densities at the undrained condition [8]. Moreover, large scale consolidated undrained triaxial shear tests have been used to evaluate critical state characteristics of well graded gravelly sands [9].

Large scale direct shear tests have been conducted to evaluate Bolton’s shear strength-dilation relation [10] for sand-gravel mixtures. Based on the results, governing equations were modified using minimum void ratios of the sand and sand-gravel mixture and new formulations were presented to illustrate shear strength-dilation relation in sand-gravel composite [11].

Other researchers used triaxial tests to investigate the stiffness and shear strength characteristics of sand-gravel mixtures [12-14]. Large scale direct shear tests were also...
applied to investigate the mechanical behavior of sand-gravel mixtures considering different parameters like relative density, gravel content, gradation, gravel shape, gravel size and surcharge pressure [15-18]. They also evaluated the ability of Bolton’s shear strength-dilation relations for sand-gravel mixtures and performed some modifications considering the effects of particle breakage in high surcharge pressures. Based on the results, increase in gravel content resulted in the increase of shear strength and ultimate dilation of the mixture. In addition, increase in gravel content increased brittleness and initial stiffness of sand-gravel mixture. A number of other researchers have investigated the mechanical behavior of coarse grained granular and rockfill materials [19-22].

Most of the previous constitutive models have been developed considering the behavior of sandy matrix without paying attention to the effects of the gravel particles on the mechanical behavior of the mixture. Considering energy equilibrium equations and particle breakage effects, mechanical behavior of coarse grained basalt was investigated [23]. A constitutive model has also been suggested considering the role of anisotropy for the coarse-grained gravely soils [24]. Other researchers have presented constitutive models for crushable granular materials [25]. Others also suggested three dimensional bounding surface plasticity models for the soil at the earth dam shells [26].

The generalized plasticity (GP) theory was first introduced by Zienkiewicz and Mroz [27] and later extended by Pastor et al. [28] for various soil types. The main advantage of GP models lie in their capability of simulating strain-stress response in different initial conditions under monotonic and cyclic loading without need of an explicit definition of yield or plastic potential surface. However, some limitations of the original models restrict their wide application. Therefore, based on GP theory, many researchers have proposed various enhanced models to improve the capability of the original model. Ling and Liu [29] proposed a GP model considering pressure dependency and densification behavior of sands. Also Ling and Yang [30] introduced the first critical state GP model. In recent years, more attention has been paid to unsaturated geomaterials. Santaguliana and Schrefler [31] suggested a GP constitutive model for unsaturated granular materials. Lashkari and Latifi [32] proposed a GP model for liquefaction of sands under continuous rotation of principal stress axes. Some GP models have also been introduced for soil structure interaction problems, for example Liu and Ling [33] and Lashkari [34]. More recently, GP models have been adopted for soft rocks like sandstone by Weng and Ling [35]. In present study, a recent version of the GP constitutive models presented by Manzanal et al. [36] is modified to simulate the mechanical behavior of poorly graded sand-gravel mixtures. State parameter, dilatation rate and hardening modulus have been modified considering gravel content as a key parameter to model the behavior in a wide range of confining stresses and relative densities. The main objective is constitutive modeling of the behavior of sand-gravel mixture in gravel contents lower than phase transformation point, where the oversized grains are floated in finer matrix and the behavior is controlled by both sand and gravel phases.

2. The Base Model for Sand

Manzanal et al. [36] GP model which is an expanded form of Pastor et al. [28] model is considered as the base model for sand. Manzanal et al. presented the model based on the state parameter concept introduced by Been and Jeffries [37] considering the following aspects: (1) the dependency of dilatancy expression on density and confining pressure, (2) the relation between maximum mobilized friction angle (or maximum stress ratio) and softening behavior and its dependency on the initial state of soil, (3) the flow rule associated with state parameters existing in an explicit or implicit form, and (4) dependency of the isotropic plastic modulus on density variations. Concerning these issues, state parameter has been imbeded in both flow rules and formulations of plastic modulus.

In this model, projection of critical state line in \( e - p' \) space is considered according to the following equation originally suggested by Li and Wang [38]:

\[
e_{cs} = e_{e0} - \lambda \left( \frac{p'_{cs}}{p_{a}} \right)^{\zeta_{c}} \quad \text{(1)}
\]

\( e_{e0} \) is the void ratio in mean effective stress of zero, \( \lambda \) is the slope of critical state line in \( e - \left( p' / p_{a} \right)^{\zeta_{c}} \) space, \( p'_{cs} \) and \( e_{cs} \) indicate mean effective stress and void ratio in critical state, \( p_{a} \) is the atmospheric pressure and \( \zeta_{c} \) is a parameter.

State parameter \( \psi \) can then be determined as follows. In this equation \( e \) is the void ratio in each stage of loading.

\[
\psi = e - e_{cs} \quad \text{(2)}
\]

Elastic modulus can also be calculated based on the following equations:

\[
K = K_{00} p_{a} \left( \frac{2.17 - e}{1 + e} \right) \left( \frac{P}{p_{a}} \right) \quad \text{(3)}
\]

\[
G = G_{00} p_{a} \left( \frac{2.17 - e}{1 + e} \right) \left( \frac{P}{p_{a}} \right) \quad \text{(4)}
\]

In this equation \( p' \) is the mean effective stress at each point of the stress path, \( K_{00} \) and \( G_{00} \) are non-dimensional parameters of the constitutive model. Also \( n_{g}^{T} \) is the normal vector of potential surface and can be evaluated by the following relation:

\[
n_{g}^{T} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + d_{g}^{2}}} (d_{g}, 1) \quad \text{(5)}
\]
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Here, $d_g$ is the rate of dilation and is defined as follows:

$$d_g = \frac{d_0}{M_g} \left( M_g \cdot \exp(m\psi) - \eta \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

$d_0$ and $m$ are model parameters. Also $M_g$ is the slope of the critical state line in $q - p'$ plane and $\eta$ is the stress ratio in each stage of loading. Furthermore, $n^f$ defines yield direction and can be determined based on the following equation:

$$n^f = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + d_f^2}} (d_f, 1)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Where $d_f$ is a model parameter which can be estimated as follows:

$$d_f = \frac{d_0}{M_f} (M_f, \exp(m\psi) - \eta)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

The proposed relation between $M_f$ and $M_g$ is as follows:

$$M_f = h_1 - h_2 \left( e / e_0 \right)^\beta$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Here, $h_1$, $h_2$ and $\beta$ are model parameters. The following equation has been suggested for plastic moduli $H_L$ [36]:

$$H_L = H_{0L} \cdot \sqrt{p' \cdot H_{DM} \cdot f(\eta, \psi)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$H_{DM}$ is a function that incorporates material memory in a simple manner.

$$f(\eta, \psi) = 1 \quad \text{for } \eta = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

$$f(\eta, \psi) = H_f \cdot (H_a + H_b) \quad \text{for } \eta \neq 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

$H_0$ is defined based on the following equation:

$$H_0 = H_0' \cdot \exp\left[ - \beta_0' \left( e / e_{c0} \right)^\gamma \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

$H_0'$ and $\beta_0'$ are model parameters and $H_f$ can be determined based on the following equations:

$$H_f = \left( 1 - \frac{\eta}{\eta_f} \right)^4$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

$$\eta_f = \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\alpha} \right) M_f$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

$\alpha$ is a model parameter. Also $H_r$ and $H_s$ can be found as follows:

$$H_r = H_{0r} \cdot [M_g \cdot \exp(\beta_1 \cdot \psi) - \eta]$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

$$H_s = \beta_0 \cdot \exp(-\beta_0' \cdot \epsilon_{dev})$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

$H_{0r}$ and $\beta_0$ are also model parameters and $\beta_0$ and $\beta_1$ can be considered as zero for saturated condition. Finally $\epsilon_{dev}$ is the accumulated deviatoric plastic strain.

The relation of stress and strain rates can be utilized based on the following equation in generalized plasticity theory:

$$\dot{\sigma} = D^p \dot{\epsilon}$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

In this equation, $\dot{\sigma}$ is the rate of stress, $\dot{\epsilon}$ is the rate of strain and $D^p$ is the elasto-plastic constitutive matrix which is defined as follows:

$$D^p = D^e - \frac{D^e n^T D^e}{H_L + n^T D^p n}$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

Where, $D^e$ is the elastic constitutive matrix and $H_L$ is the plastic modulus. As it can be seen, Manzanal et al. model [36] is based on 16 parameters for saturated condition. In the following sections, the base model is modified for sand-gravel mixture by introducing 4 new parameters.

3. Modification of the Base Model for Sand-Gravel Mixture

State parameter, dilation rate and hardening modulus of the base model are modified to model the behavior of sand-gravel mixtures.

3.1. Modification of the state parameter

According to previous studies, addition of gravel particles to a sandy host changes its behavior to a more dilative one [15]. As a result, critical state line of sand-gravel mixture in $e-Lnp'$ plane moves above that of pure sand. In this regard, Eq. (2) is modified by addition of $\Delta e$ based on the following equations:

$$\psi = e - e_{c0} + \Delta e$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

$\Delta e$ can be interpreted based on the gravel content using the following relation:

$$\Delta e = r(GC)^{\gamma}$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

Here, $\gamma$ is a new parameter as a function of the gravel content (GC) in the mixture. Also $r$ is another model parameter which can be determined based on gravel content and initial mean effective stress, $P_o$ (kPa) by the following relations:
\[ z = 0.001(GC) - 0.003 \]  
\[ r = -0.0002P' + 0.04(GC)^{0.47} \]

Figure (1) shows the variation of parameter \( z \) with gravel content for different sets of experimental data. As it can be seen, a linear regression can be used to estimate \( z \) based on \( GC \). Figure (2) also displays variation of parameter \( r \) with both initial confining pressure and gravel content for the same sets of experimental data. Regression curves for Eq. (27) is also included in this figure.

3.2. Modification of dilation rate

Equations (6) and (8) of the base model are modified here for sand-gravel mixture by defining a new model parameter, \( d \):

\[ d_g = \frac{d}{M_g} (M_g \exp(m\psi) - \eta) \]  
\[ d_f = \frac{d}{M_f} (M_f \exp(m\psi) - \eta) \]

Where, \( d \) can be defined as follows based on gravel content:

\[ d = d_0 \exp[s(GC)] \]  
\[ s \] is a model parameter which can be determined based on calibration with experimental data. Also, other parameter \( h_2 \) in Eq. (9) is modified based on the following relation:

\[ h_2 = 0.8 + b(GC) \]

Here, \( b \) is another parameter which can be considered about 0.02 for drained and undrained conditions.
3.3. Modification of the hardening modulus

Equation (11) for the hardening modulus of the base model is also modified for sand-gravel mixture based on gravel content as follows:

\[ H_0' = H_0'.\exp[-\beta_0'(\frac{e}{e_{cs}})^\beta] \]  

(28)

Here, \( H_0' \) can be defined as follows:

\[ H_0' = H_0'.\exp[a(GC)] \]  

(29)

Where, \( a \) is another model parameter which can be found based on model calibration.

4. Parameters of Model

The modified model is based on four additional parameters; i.e. \( r, z, s \) and \( a \). These parameters have been defined to consider the effects of gravel particles on the mechanical behavior of sandy soil.

Two first parameters \( r \) and \( z \) influence the state parameter of the model. Increase in each one increases the magnitude of the critical state void ratio. The process of regression for determination of these two parameters was previously depicted in Figs. (1) & (2) based on gravel content and initial confinement values.

Parameter \( s \) affects dilation rate and the other parameter \( a \), influences the hardening modulus. Increase in its value changes the strain hardening behavior to a strain softening one. These two parameters cannot directly be computed using gravel content or confining pressure as like as parameters \( r \) and \( z \). However, they can be determined during the process of model training and calibration using experimental data. Parameter \( s \) can also be obtained by justification of the model and experimental results for flow rule or variation of the plastic volumetric strains to plastic shear strains against the stress ratio in different gravel contents. The other parameter \( a \), can be obtained by justification of the model and testing data for variations of the hardening modulus in different gravel contents.

In order to investigate the effect of each parameter on the behavior of sand-gravel mixture, results of triaxial compression tests on sandy soil mixed with 20% volume content (29.33% weight content) gravel particles are considered [14]. Figures (3) and (4) show the variation of deviatoric stress and volumetric strain with axial strain by the change in each model parameter, respectively. It can be concluded that the shear strength and dilative behavior of sand-gravel mixture decreases with increase in parameters \( r \) and \( z \). Shear strength value is not too much sensitive to variations in parameter \( s \), however, volumetric strain increases with it. Finally, increase in parameter \( a \) increases shear strength and dilative volumetric strains.

Fig. 3 Sensitivity analysis for deviatoric stress-axial strain curves (\( p_0 = 100 \) kPa, Dr=70%, GC=29.33%) (a) Parameter \( r \) (b) Parameter \( z \) (c) Parameter \( s \) (d) Parameter \( a \)
5. Verification of the Model

Four different sets of experimental data are considered to investigate the model abilities and verification of its performance [8, 13-15].

5.1. Model verification for Kuenza et al. [8] experimental data

The tests have been performed on Yurakucho sand mixed with different gravel contents in a constant mean effective stress of 49 kPa and relative densities of 30, 47 and 60 percent using hollow cylinder torsional shear apparatus in consolidated undrained condition. Physical parameters of tested soil are listed in Table (1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soil type</th>
<th>Mean diameter, $D_{50}$</th>
<th>Uniformity coefficient, $C_u$</th>
<th>Curvature coefficient, $C_c$</th>
<th>Minimun void ratio, $e_{min}$</th>
<th>Maximum void ratio, $e_{max}$</th>
<th>Specific gravity, $G_s$</th>
<th>Minimun dry density, $\rho_{d,min}$</th>
<th>Maximum dry density, $\rho_{d,max}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fontainebleau sand [8]</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chilean rivers sand [13]</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>2.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yurakucho sand [14]</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Babolsar sand [15]</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Parameters of Manzanal et al. [36] base model for Yurakucho sand are listed in Table (2). Table (3) indicates additional model parameters for the modified model which are determined based on gravel content, initial mean effective stress and calibration for the experimental data. Test results for the relative density of 60% are used in model training and calibration of the parameters. Then, the model is tested for relative densities of 30% and 47%.
Table 2 Base model parameters for different sets of experimental data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elasticity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K_{e0} )</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( G_{e0} )</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M_g )</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical state</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( e_f )</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda )</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \zeta_c )</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d_0 )</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m )</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic Flow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( h_1 )</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( h_2 )</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( H_0' )</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \beta_0' )</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic modulus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \beta )</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( H_{\gamma_0} )</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \beta_v )</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Additional parameters for sand-gravel mixture in experimental studies of Kuenza et al. [8]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GC (%)</th>
<th>( s^{(1)} )</th>
<th>( a^{(1)} )</th>
<th>( \zeta_c^{(2)} )</th>
<th>( r^{(1)} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.11 (p'_{0}=49 kPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.155 (p'_{0}=49 kPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.205 (p'_{0}=49 kPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.215 (p'_{0}=49 kPa)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Calculated from calibration.
2 Calculated from equation (22).
3 Calculated from equation (23).

Figure (5) shows deviatoric stress-axial strain curves and Fig. (6) indicates deviatoric stress-mean effective stress curves for sand-gravel mixture in different relative densities. According to these figures, fairly good agreement can be observed between experimental data and model results.
Fig. 5 Comparison of model results with experimental data of Kuenza et al. [8] for deviatoric stress-axial strain curves

Fig. 6 Comparison of model results with experimental data of Kuenza et al. [8] for deviatoric stress-mean effective stress curves
The original GP framework uses Lode angle, \( \theta \), for modeling of soil behavior under shear modes other than triaxial one. However, this angle under the torsional shear paths of Kuenza et al. [8] is not similar to that of triaxial test and varies during torsional shear loading. Indeed, it should be noted that the influence of \( \theta \) is overlooked in present formulation. Although, the results of simulations show that the model is able to predict experimental behavior of torsional shear tests in a good manner.


Consolidated drained triaxial tests have been performed on Chilean river sand-gravel mixture under initial confining pressures of 50, 100 and 300 kPa in a relative density of 70%. Table (1) shows physical parameters of tested soil and Table (2) lists the base model parameters for Chilean river sand. Table (4) indicates additional model parameters for sand-gravel mixture with different gravel contents. Test data in two confining stresses of 50 kPa and 100 kPa have been used in model training process and calibration of the parameters. Then, the model is tested for another confinement of 300 kPa. Deviatoric stress-axial strain curves have been depicted in Fig. (7), which show good agreement between experimental data and modeling results.

### Table 4 Additional parameters for sand-gravel mixture for tests of Verdugo and de la Hoz [13]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GC (%)</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.154 (( p'_0 )=50 kPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.206 (( p'_0 )=100 kPa)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table (1) shows the physical parameters of Fontainebleau sand and Table (2) lists 16 parameters of Manzanal et al. base model [36]. Four additional model parameters for sand-gravel mixture have also been depicted in Table (5). Test data for two confining stresses of 50 kPa and 100 kPa are used in calibration process and model training. After that, the model is tested for a confinement of 400 kPa.

5.3. Model verification for Seif el dine [14] experimental data

Large scale consolidated drained triaxial tests were conducted to investigate the effect of gravel particles on the mechanical behavior of Fontainebleau sand. Gravel particle were added in different volume percentages of 12, 20 and 35 which are equal to weight percentages of 18.46, 29.33 and 47.2 in a constant relative density of 70%. Table (1) shows the physical parameters of Fontainebleau sand and Table (2) lists 16 parameters of Manzanal et al. base model [36]. Four additional model parameters for sand-gravel mixture have also been depicted in Table (5). Test data for two confining stresses of 50 kPa and 100 kPa are used in calibration process and model training. After that, the model is tested for a confinement of 400 kPa.

![Fig. 7 Comparison of model results with experimental data of Verdugo and de la Hoz [13] for deviatoric stress-axial strain curves](image-url)
Figures (8) and (9) compare model results with experimental data for deviatoric stress-axial strain behavior besides void ratio-axial strain ones which shows fairly good consistency between experimental data and simulation results.

### Table 5 Additional parameters for sand-gravel mixture in experimental studies of Seif el dine et al. [14]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GC (%)</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18.46</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.145 (p’₀=50 kPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.135 (p’₀=100 kPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.075 (p’₀=400 kPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.20 (p’₀=50 kPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.33</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.19 (p’₀=100 kPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.13 (p’₀=400 kPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.235 (p’₀=50 kPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47.2</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.225 (p’₀=100 kPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.165 (p’₀=400 kPa)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8 Comparison of model results with experimental data of Seif el dine et al. [14] for deviatoric stress-axial strain curves.
5.4. Model verification for Hamidi et al. [15] experimental data

Using 300mm×300mm×170mm shear box, large scale direct shear tests were performed on Babolsar sand mixed with different percentages of gravel particles under surcharge pressures of 100, 200 and 300 kPa [13]. Table (1) shows physical parameters for Babolsar sand. Base model parameters for Babolsar sand are listed in Table (2). Also Table (6) indicates additional model parameters for sand-gravel mixture. Failure envelopes in shear stress-surge pressure (τ – σ_n) plane are compared for suggested model and experimental data in Fig. (10) at different gravel contents. Results of comparison are consistent; however, it seems that the slope of the failure envelope which estimates friction angle value slightly decreases with the increase in gravel content.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GC (%)</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.144 (p'_o=100 kPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.124 (p'_o=200 kPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.104 (p'_o=300 kPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.206 (p'_o=100 kPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.186 (p'_o=200 kPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.166 (p'_o=300 kPa)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
rate and hardening modulus are 300, 100, 200, 100 - G. Behavior of gravely soils, Soil Dynamics and Earthquake Engineering, ASCE, 1992, No. 6, Vol. 118, pp. 920-935.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a constitutive model is presented for sand-gravel mixtures based on modification of a base critical state model. Manzanal et al. [36] GP model with 16 parameters is used as the base model for sandy soil. In order to consider the effects of gravel content, state parameter, dilation rate and hardening modulus are modified using four new parameters. Verification of the model results is performed using tests in both drained and undrained conditions. Deviatoric stress-axial strain, pore pressure and volumetric strains of the model are compared with experimental results for samples with different gravel contents and relative densities. According to the results of comparison, suggested model is able to predict shear strength characteristics of sand-gravel composite in a good manner. Deviatoric stress-axial strain behavior, volumetric strains in drained condition or pore water pressure in undrained state were correctly simulated. In this regard, the model can be recommended for application in boundary value problems of geotechnical engineering.
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